Data-intensive sciences now represent the forefront of current scientific computing. To handle this 'Big Data' focus, scientists demand enabling technologies that can adapt to the increasingly distributed, collaborative, and exploratory scientific milieu. However, how these challenges have changed the design requirements of scientific workflow management systems (SWMSs) has not been assessed. First, how scientists currently use SWMSs was determined through a comprehensive usage survey examining 1455 research publications from 2013 to July 31st, 2015. To understand how data-intensive scientists are producing impactful research, we further examined usage of two major research clouds, the Open Science Data Cloud (OSDC) and Cornell's Red Cloud.
INTRODUCTION
Data-intensive computing and Big Data currently play an increasingly important role in industry [1] , scientific discovery [14] , and public administration [37] . Data-intensive applications often have very high business value in e-commerce data mining [3] or social impact in climate simulation and disaster early warning [46] . However, these applications are also very difficult to implement and execute due to the huge quantities of data involved and their high storage and computing requirements [31] .
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In the past two decades, many data-oriented tools and technologies have been developed for data transfer, processing, cataloging, annotation and integration. Among these tools, scientific workflow management systems (SWMSs) are a primary enabling technology for integrating distributed resources and for handling complex computational tasks [47] examples include Taverna [53] , Kepler [12] , Triana [19] and NS Pegasus (using Wings) [24, 27] . However, most of these tools were proposed and developed in the era of grid computing, wherein many data pipelines represented in workflows were pre-defined, handling static, small-size data volumes [56] . Computing models such as MapReduce [23] were next proposed that specifically supported data-intensive applications. Such models suited massive-scale data processing, although permit limited application logic complexity [35, 42] .
Big Data has changed the market for scientific software. Changes in data size, technology, userbase, Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, and methodology have provided significant difficulties for grid-era SWMSs. Data-oriented research infrastructures, such as the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) [7] , or data cloud based collaboration environments, such as the Open Science Data Cloud (OSDC) [32] , need new workflow systems and other supporting technologies for their user communities. What demands do these communities present to SWMSs? What are the gaps between the requirements of data-intensive software and what is actually offered by SWMSs? These questions require a more comprehensive understanding of the problems SWMSs are currently used to solve as well as of the software usage of data scientists in practice.
Data-intensive scientific computing demand new design principles for SWMSs. In order to discover these principles, the disconnect between the usage and features of SWMSs and the software currently used by data-driven scientists must be determined. While there have been several recent reviews on SWMSs and their capabilities in current computing environments [45, 44, 54] , we have chosen to understand these differences through a two-fold usage survey: determining how SWMSs are used by the scientific community, and capturing the properties of enabling technologies presently employed by data scientists conducting groundbreaking research on science clouds. This is accomplished through a comprehensive literature review, citation count, and accompanying analysis.
The main output of this paper includes:
1. In the following, the challenges posed by data-intensive science to SWMSs are first presented. Section 3 then provides both the survey of SWMS usage and the comparative overview of software usage on OSDC and Red Cloud. The suggested design principles are articulated and discussed in Section 4. To conclude, Section 5 provides a review of the contributions of the paper and its import.
CHALLENGES IN DATA-INTENSIVE SCIENCE
Classically, SWMSs have been envisioned to enable in software the 'analytic workflow' experienced by scientists-the process by which data is processed and analyzed to support exploration and understanding of an underlying model system [58, 38] . Since much of current scientific research necessitates understanding multidimensional datasets with requisite computational processing, SWMSs have been presumed to serve as an 'enabling technology' by which intellectual advancement can be accelerated. Taverna [53] , Kepler [12] , Triana [19] , RapidMiner [2] , VisTrails [13] , Pegasus (using Wings) [24, 27] , and Galaxy [28] are SWMSs intended to serve as enabling technologies that provide this analytic workflow environment. The software methodologies are similar: provide numerous pre-built tools for common workflows within a comprehensive platform that abstracts both middleware and programming using graphical user interfaces for the entire scientific workflow life cycle [45] .
SWMSs have come to embody the presumed best enabling technology for scientific research that necessitates software. However, how the usage and design requirements of SWMSs have changed due to advancements data-intensive scientific computing have not been assessed. An overview of the significant challenges associated with big data science is presented below in order to understand the shortcomings of current realizations of SWMSs.
Data Handling and Processing
The 'Big Data' movement presents challenges to current computing at the processing, network and storage levels. As the volume, velocity, variety and veracity of data exponentially increases, new solutions are needed to comprehend and analyze information [20] . These systems must facilitate not only querying and accessing data from different catalogs with variable metadata, but also the efficient transfer of data within and between distributed infrastructure [51] . In many cases, the data is often produced in near real time, which requires the workflow system to rapidly process data and perform quality control [39] .
Data Exploration
Data-intensive scientific discovery changes the nature of the questions asked by scientists. Scientists have often shifted from using simulations to understand data to using the data directly to develop generative models. Due to its size, scientists are now also able to develop models from the data de novo, rather than rely upon low-dimensional simulation to produce results [20] . Accordingly, there has been a significant rise in interest in data mining and analytics as well as associated techniques for data exploration [43] . As a result, machine learning techniques that solve problems such as feature selection, clustering and pattern recognition are becoming increasingly important [34] . Support is needed for dynamic data exploration and synthesis, whereby workflows reorient and redeploy themselves in response to upstream results.
Interdisciplinary Collaboration
Many current scientific problems are inherently interdisciplinary. Scientists are challenged to collaborate across conventional disciplinary boundaries; domain experts must also collaborate with data analysts and data engineers if they are to accomplish more complex data science. The study of climate change, for example, involves not only atmospheric science, but also earth sciences, ocean sciences, and ecology. This kind of interaction requires better tools and support environments, especially since remote collaboration is becoming increasingly common [33] . SWMSs are needed that provide not only the necessary tools for data discovery, access and manipulation, but also facilities to enhance collaboration between domain experts and computer scientists of different backgrounds.
Technological Evolution
Recent years have seen a dramatic evolution of scientific infrastructure into increasingly distributed and visualized environments: initially confined to local clusters, then grids, now scientific infrastructure is moving into the realm of cloud computing. Since workflow systems are generally tied to their underlying infrastructure, they too have changed to meet the demands of new systems. Accordingly, several SWMSs have started to support visualization and server solutions to accommodate these advances. Taverna 2 and Galaxy provide a server for executing developed workflows remotely in cloud environments [53, 11] . The rapid evolution of technology makes the execution of legacy workflows in new environments difficult, and also requires the re-engineering of individual software components in order to efficiently employ new infrastructure. As a counterpoint, Amazon's Simple Workflow Service (SWF) [5] and IBM's Bluemix [9] represent Platform as a Service (PaaS) cloud computing models for workflow solutions.
Quality of Service and Experience
Data-intensive applications experience a bottleneck not only when transferring and processing large volumes of data, but also when handling application control flow and responding to external events. Several solutions are currently be- [57] . Possibly the most commonly used enabling software for cloud computing, MapReduce, provides a means for highly efficient parallel analysis of petabyte-scale datasets in cloud environments [23] . The quality of service of the system execution, in particular the experiences that users may have using data-intensive applications, significantly influences the realization of business value or research activities.
STATE OF THE ART SURVEY
To determine how SWMSs have been employed in light of the latest technological breakthroughs, a comprehensive survey of the usage of major SWMSs has been conducted and analyzed from 2013 to July 31st, 2015. Since the primary unit of scientific discovery is a publication, sorting and counting citations serves as one metric to measure the relative usage and efficacy of a SWMS. This survey was accomplished by gathering papers citing SWMSs using repositories such as Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, and Pubmed, collecting them with the Mendeley software environment, and manually sorting and curating these papers into usage categories. The methodology employed focused upon distilling how domain scientists have been employing SWMSs to accomplish research as well as the aspects of those SWMSs used that are most successful at galvanizing scientific discovery.
To complement this research, we also conducted a survey of the use of scientific software in general in two science data clouds, OSDC and Red Cloud, using a similar methodology. This supplementary survey serves to illustrate how applicable SWMSs are deemed by the scientific community in the context of advanced research infrastructure as well as better characterize the research practices of scientists using clouds.
SWMSs and Present Use
Since researchers can cite a SWMS paper for a number of reasons, including as a background document or as an example in a technical report, it was necessary to develop a sorting framework for publications that distinguishes genuine use-cases in domain science from extraneous references. This framework is presented below and summarized in Fig Domain Publications: papers describing the use of a SWMS to conduct original scientific research in a scientific discipline outside of the information sciences; for example, determining new properties of a star, conducting a microbial ecology experiment, or measuring how Twitter could be used to determine natural disaster patterns.
Computer Science Publications: papers that describe the functionality of a SWMS, query its efficacy, enhance its capacity with regard to a certain task, or elaborate upon possible use cases. This also includes publications that provide an in-depth review of the functionality of a SWMS.
Tools: papers that document an extension of a SWMS; for example by adding additional support for new kinds of infrastructure, such as cloud computing, or adding specific functions and workflows to the SWMS that could be employed by researchers.
Primary Tools: domain publications that cite and employ a tool developed for the SWMS. These do not include information science primary publications.
Unrelated Mentions: papers that cite the SWMS but do not describe nor mention in any detail how the SWMS was employed. An example is citing an SWMS in the related work section of a paper. These papers were excluded from further analysis. Table 1 records the number of papers in each category for the surveyed SWMSs. A caveat to this table is that some scientific disciplines generate far more publications than others. While Galaxy has generated significantly more papers than any other SWMS surveyed, it is also the most closely tied with a specific domain (biological science), which produces significantly more papers than other disciplines. Next, we asked specifically how the researcher in each publication chose to employ the SWMS. Usage was divided into four categories based upon the ENVRI Reference Model for research infrastructure [18] :
Data Access: these papers employed the SWMS to fetch data from a web service or database or to upload the raw data or data products generated from experiments or analysis.
Data Processing: these papers employed the SWMS for data reduction, data pre-processing, or data analysis.
Data Curation: these papers employed the SWMS to log how the data was used, develop metadata for the raw data, or annotate the metadata in a consistent manner.
Community Support: these papers employed the SWMS to record the developed analysis pipeline, preserve the state of the workflow, upload the pipeline to a repository, or employ the logging features of the SWMS.
SWMS Software Domain Publications CompSci Publications Tools and Applications Primary Publications from Tools
Total Examined   Galaxy  264  63  72  26  465  Kepler  3  128  16  12  283  Pegasus/Wings  0  90  23  2  239  RapidMiner  72  16  7  4  178  Taverna 1 & 2  5  33  23  12  131  Triana  0  9  0  0  29  VisTrails  3  55  5  6 133 . 'Domain' refers to domain science publications that directly employed the SWMS, while 'Tools' refers to publications using a developed Tool through the SWMS. Table 2 records these usages for each of the SWMSs surveyed. A given publication can employ a SWMS for multiple reasons. Further, there is a distinction drawn in these categories between employing a SWMS for its intended purpose, to aid in reproducibility of both the data and the workflow, or its minimal necessary purpose, to retrieve or process data. Table 2 clearly indicates that while Taverna, Triana, and Kepler are rarely used, when employed, these SWMSs are fully utilized to provide a comprehensive workflow environment. Conversely, RapidMiner and Galaxy are often used but as little more than toolboxes-one specific function is transiently employed as part of a larger multi-platform data pipeline.
SWMSs and Developed Tools
Next, we wanted to understand what properties of the tools, or developments within the SWMSs, in turn led to the highest use. Further, we wanted to understand what tool attributes, independent of specific SWMSs, led to the largest number of publications. This was accomplished by searching for papers using Google Scholar that directly cited the tool paper and counting the number of these that fell into the 'domain publication' category. Table 2 documents the number of primary papers generated by these tools and places them into the previously described use categories by the type of extension provided by the tool. For example, a tool that adds a specific function, such as implementing a new algorithm, would be considered in the 'data processing' category. Developing a new workflow in the SWMS would fall under both 'data processing' and 'community support'. A similar pattern appears compared to the application of the SWMS directly-tools that generated the most citations primarily did so as a result of providing a data processing or analysis method.
Several of the tools and applications that generated the most citations were then examined in-depth to understand which design principles led to their success. Table 3 describes several of the most successful tools by citation count. While some tools provide access to web services or databases, all provide pre-made workflows for scientists to employ in their research. From this, it appears that domain scientists tend not to directly employ SWMSs such as Kepler and Taverna, but will use pipelines developed using this software if these provide a novel analysis method or data processing step. While these SWMS provide a comprehensive set of solutions for building workflows, it is possible that the barrier of entry, either through learning a new software system, or the computational knowledge required to build a workflow in these systems, is too high to be employed by a domain scientist.
Enabling Technologies Employed in Scientific Clouds
Researchers at the forefront of scientific discovery are facing significant infrastructure challenges as datasets and the requisite analysis of this data now require significant computational resources. Several science data clouds have arisen to provide tailored, discovery-driven ecosystems for scientists to accomplish novel research. OSDC embodies a dramatic new computational community: by linking a data commons with cloud computing resources, researchers are now able to share large datasets while simultaneously running their own analyses combining complementary datasets [32] . Red Cloud is another example of a large science cloud deployed Table 3 : Overview of Most-Cited Tools using SWMSs 2013 to July 31st, 2015. Examples of SWMS Tools, either enhancements to the software or generated workflows using the software, that galvanized the largest number of publications, along with the provided features as defined by the ENVRI Reference Model. This only includes tools and generated publications from 2013 to July 31st 2015.
by Cornell University that offers computational resources for scientists that are a part of Cornell or are collaborating with Cornell scientists [6] . These novel scientific computing services have helped generate a significant number of high impact publications [14, 22, 26, 50, 52, 29, 17] as a result of leveraging the level of collaboration possible between researchers utilizing these linked data commons to produce field-defining results. We hoped to determine how scientists are using software in these data clouds as well as the properties of this software to elucidate the necessary requirements and possible gaps in the enabling technologies used in dataintensive sciences. We accomplished this through a literature review of papers published that employed the OSDC and Red Cloud. Publications employing OSDC were harvested through the documented publications on their website from 2013 to July 31st, 2015 [10] . As domain scientists do not directly cite the OSDC papers, nor do they tend to mention employing cloud resources, these are the only papers that can be directly associated with OSDC. Red Cloud publications were harvested manually by reviewing the publication history of the professors known to employ these services as listed by the website from 2013 to July 31st, 2015 [6] . As with OSDC papers, papers employing Red Cloud do not directly cite the employment of cloud services. Thus, relying upon listed users is the only means to directly link publications to cloud computing resources. For this reason, public data clouds that also host a significant amount of scientific research, such as Amazon, were unable to be surveyed. Amazon does not list specific users, and the users generally do not specifically mention employing Amazon cloud services. Table 4 lists the properties of these publications by primary investigator and scientific discipline. Note that every major paper employed the OSDC not only for data storage and retrieval but also for computation. There is a clear trend between the domain and the degree of software documentation as well as the enabling technologies employed. Biology papers tended to employ a described list of software, both proprietary and custom-made, to accomplish data processing and analysis. Typically, several software packages were stitched together via custom scripts to produce a workflow pipeline for analysis. While links to the software are provided, parameters used and scripts are not provided for these tools. Thus, the workflows are not easily reproducible.
Open Science Data Cloud
The two linguistics papers surveyed are less reproducible, as the algorithm for analysis is listed but the software-even the programming language-to accomplish such analysis is not listed. Conversely, Mandl et al. [46] , an earth sciences paper, describes a comprehensive, custom-built and openly available workflow pipeline for satellite image analysis to conduct flood prediction and prevention. Table 5 lists which software was used and how by primary investigator and discipline for Red Cloud resources. As with the OSDC, Red Cloud users employed these resources for both data and processing services. Red Cloud software employment, compared to the OSDC, tends to be slightly more workflow-oriented, although pipeline reproducibility remains a problem. The biology papers primarily employed QIIME [16] , a software pipeline for microbial ecology research, to accomplish their cloud-based data processing followed by a variety of downstream scientific software and custom scripts to conduct analysis. The Astronomy papers show a similar pattern: thier pipelines first consist of data reduction through SpexTool [21] followed by analysis conducted through scientific software packages and scripts.
Red Cloud

Conclusions
Enabling technologies employed on the surveyed scientific data clouds, OSDC and Red Cloud, tend to either be developed by the users or by domain scientists and used in several publications. This is exemplified with Spextool, the Namibia Early Flood Warning Sensorweb, modENCODE, and Ohmage. Another common trend is integrating previously developed scientific software packages produced by domain scientists, such as QIIME or Accelrys [4] , with a custom software pipeline.
While data sources tended to be well-documented, data infrastructure and processing were poorly documented. Data sources used, either generated during the publication or used from previous publications, were documented. Data processing pipelines, however, were usually a patchwork of custom scripts and a variety of previously developed scientific software. While workflow-oriented software is employed in the initial, static, data processing stages, the analysis stage itself is conducted by a diverse set of software tools tailored for answering specific questions. Data exploration is a key step in this scientific workflow during the analysis stage and is handled by a variety of separate software packages. 
DISCUSSION
From the conducted survey, it is clear that the generalist SWMSs developed in the grid era represents a minority solution for scientific computing (Section 3.1). Furthermore, scientists conducting groundbreaking scientific research using state-of-the-art science clouds are not employing SWMSs and usually develop their own software solutions to solve their problems (Section 3.3). While the computer science field has spent considerable effort in developing usable, comprehensive software solutions for enabling research, these are not being commonly employed by domain scientists. They are, however, used by other computer scientists to develop specific workflows which domain scientists then use (Section 3.2).
Usage rates for tools developed for these SWMSs can provide insights into why these enabling technologies have been discarded by current researchers. The common thread of usage by the most successful tools are those that provide specific solutions for common problems in a particular field (Table 3 ). This software is typically produced either by a domain scientist or by computer scientists working closely with a domain scientist. However this case applied only for a few of the tools developed; the majority of new tools extended the general usability of a given SWMS, by (for example) including better data provenance, execution support, etc., that were not cited. There may be bias in that these papers either do not receive proper exposure and so are not actually employed by researchers, or are integrated into the SWMS and thus are not generally directly cited even when they are used.
We now discuss the conclusions that we can draw from our survey with respect to the challenges we identified earlier.
Data Processing and Analysis
Since current scientific pipelines utilize numerous software packages across distributed systems, SWMSs must in turn adopt a framework-based architecture that allows the assembly and logging of workflows produced by various software sources. This shift from employing SWMSs to develop software pipelines de novo to integrating other software is first visible in the dominant usage of Galaxy and RapidMiner as tools for executing a smaller part of a larger data pipeline (Section 3.1). The minimal use of Taverna, Kepler, and Triana reinforce this observation: data-intensive scientists utilize pre-built analysis tools and tend not to re-develop these tools within an overarching SWMS. The data cloud survey reveals a similar trend, with custom-built, poorly documented data processing pipelines representing standard practice for workflows (Tables 4, 5 ). Scientists already favor particular software packages for data processing; reimplementing these packages in a SWMS expends time and effort that is likely not considered worthwhile.
Goodrich et al. 2014 [30] presents a key use case that would significantly benefit from these new design requirements. In this paper, three levels of software over two computational infrastructures, cloud and local lab, were used to first process microbial samples in Red Cloud using QI-IME, followed by PICRUSt to determine further genetic information, and culminating with a heritability estimate with OpenMx. A SWMS capable of wrapping these software components together along with logging use and important algorithm parameters would provide an invaluable means of reproducing experiments in addition to allowing other researchers to employ a similar pipeline with their own datasets. SWMS architectures that allows easy plug-andplay of other software resources, while maintaining invaluable workflow provenance and reproducibility tools represent invaluable, and highly useful, enabling technologies for researchers.
Supporting Data-Intensive Computing Workflows
Given the huge complexity and size of current datasets, a key focus of analysis is determining the remarkable features of any dataset. This explains the massive rise in the employment of machine learning to accomplish data reduction and feature selection. The significant usage of RapidMiner as a data processing environment illustrates such a trend ( Table 2) . Several of the more successful tools developed as measured by generated publications, such as K-mer SVM, represent implementations of machine learning techniques in SWMSs (Table 3 ). There is significant demand for open source workflow systems employing machine learning in data-intensive science. SWMSs that directly provide access to existing machine learning libraries, such as R or Python's Scikit Learn, would be highly appealing to researchers.
Data exploration is another significant aspect of the dataintensive approach. The increasing demand for visualization in software for data analtyics serves as an indirect measure of this trend that is difficult to directly detect from publications. As datasets become increasingly high-dimensional, visualizations of lower-dimensional embeddings serve as a proxy for exploration [36] . Some of the most popular tools (Table 3 ) from the survey, including DeepTools and the Banana Genome Hub, focus on providing visualizations to better understand complex analytics from genomics datasets. Moreover, as shown in Section 3.3, data-driven scientists are constantly updating and shifting analysis methods to better understand the underlying data-this is highlighted in the popularity of more toolbox-style enabling software such as Galaxy and RapidMiner. Workflow systems must therefore ensure that data exploration through visualization is readily supported, both by integrating various software packages and providing intermediate visualizations and feature selection methods within the data processing pipeline.
Supporting Collaboration
Data-intensive scientific research requires collaboration between both domain experts from varying fields as well as interactions with data analysts and engineers. A critical question is which party ought to, or will, use a SWMS to develop a scientific workflow. The most sensible answer is the analyst: these users tend to have the most computational knowledge and act as an interface between the domain scientists executing their questions within the constraints provided by the data engineers. This is already the case with most SWMSs: computer scientists or analysts develop a domainspecific workflow which is then employed by domain scientists for a specific application (Section 3.2). SWMSs must then handle two major use cases: first, how data analysts use the software to construct a new workflow, and second, how domain scientists can easily and reproducibly execute these constructs in various infrastructures.
A second dimension of collaborative support often neglected is collaboration between domain scientists. The bulk of papers surveyed from OSDC and Red Cloud exhibited a high degree of collaborativity-most papers were the result of interactions between different academic departments in addition to different institutions (Tables 4 and 5 ). Even those papers without collaborators had at least three authors or more, indicating that current scientific computing projects are overwhelmingly the product of multiple researchers developing close ties with information scientists.
For workflow systems, three levels of support must be facilitated: Laboratory level: At this level, scientists are in the same lab and working on a problem concurrently. Workflow versioning and provenance are key features to ensure that multiple users can fluidly interact with the same workflow and reproduce results. An example is Blair et al. 2014 [15] , in which three authors all worked on a medical word corpus pipeline.
Domain level: Scientists often collaborate with researchers from other fields of study. Since scientific jargon plays a key role in most experimental pipelines that dramatically shifts from field to field, data provenance becomes a critical issue. Fields may also differ in their statistical and processing methodologies, so facilitating multiple analyses, or branches, for a given dataset is also desirable. Kittler et al. 2013 [40] serves as a prime example, in which researchers from genetics, computer science, ecology and evolution, and biophysics collaborated to provide a multi-level view of a breast cancer regulatory network. 
Performance, QoS Optimization, and Reproducibility
In order to provide performance evaluation metrics and optimization information, software infrastructures must now record system usage to report and ensure future QoS. Due to a lack of adequate documentation of software usage in surveyed papers in general, it is difficult to comprehensively assess the usage of performance optimization in data-intensive research environments. Accordingly, quality optimization analyses cannot be assessed from the domain science perspective, and must be determined through the infrastructures they use. Comprehensive usage logs from data clouds would provide invaluable information about the properties of current scientific datasets and the requisite quality needed for efficient runtime execution. Furthermore, this information would allow for the development of customized algorithms for the size and computational intensity of dataintensive analyses. Another solution is to have SWMSs directly log task size and completion times to help the developer better understand their user base. Determining the desired attributes of performance and infrastructure utilization necessitates direct software usage records, as such details are not typically recorded by domain scientists.
Reproducibility is essential in both assessing performance optimization and maintaining consistency within ongoing research efforts. One of the primary advantages a SWMS provides is logging, documenting, and providing a contained software product. These properties are necessary to ensure comparability and reproducibility of scientific research, and are lacking in data-intensive science at present (Tables 2, 4 , 5). Since most users tend not to bother with data provenance, minimal, consensus-based standards must be developed and employed for SWMSs that can be applied with negligible user interaction. These services must exist below the software and databases employed, as fine-grained interaction with such technologies may be beyond the expertise of the user.
Utilization of Advanced Infrastructures
Data-driven scientists employing scientific data clouds demand enabling technologies that solve specific scientific problems capable of being easily deployed on virtualized environments. Interfacing with localized computation is also essential for downstream data exploration and analysis. Geneticists, which represent the majority of scientists using the surveyed research clouds, specifically demonstrate such software demands. These users employ a science cloud to handle initial data processing using QIIME or Bowtie [41] followed by local data exploration using a mix of data integration, machine learning, and visualization software (Tables 4, 5 ). Intermediate data products are presumed to be manually passed between these distinct software solutions. SWMSs should accommodate data processing pipelines spanning multiple computational levels, from large-scale analysis in cloud or grid environments to medium and small-scale processing of data intermediates on local computers. This is a distinct solution from such cloud workflow systems as SWF or Bluemix, as it would allow scientists to exploit advanced infrastructure without locking them in to that infrastructure and preventing the use of their work in other contexts.
The use of sophisticated virtualized infrastructure is not usually well-documented in research papers and may lead to long-term sustainability problems for science clouds. Domainspecific scientific papers do not cite the papers referencing cloud resources or the software and middleware behind these computing resources. The resources used to store and curate data are also not mentioned in these papers. Usage of cloud resources is not directly mentioned aside from occasional thanks to technical staff in the acknowledgments section of papers. In addition to software reproducibility as previously mentioned, hardware reproducibility also becomes a serious issue since both are critical in ensuring other scientists are capable of implementing a given data pipeline in their own research. A lack of hardware citation further diminishes the profile and perceived importance of scientific research infrastructure, which may have implications for the future sustainability of advanced infrastructures dedicated to data-intensive science.
SUMMARY
The primary focus of the paper is to provide usage information for SWMSs in the cloud computing era, as well as information about the other software employed in scientific cloud environments. By surveying 1455 citations of SWMSs, we provide a snapshot of the scientific impact of leading SWMSs, as well as applications and tools developed for these systems. We also document how these workflows are being used by scientists. A software usage survey of two major science clouds, OSDC and Red Cloud is also presented. From this information, we provide a set of design requirements necessary if SWMSs are to be effectively used by researchers in data-intensive science.
Future Directions
Software usage surveys are critical in understanding how individuals are using software, and thus how to produce effective tools to enable new research. The primary unit of usage employed here is the publication, which may exhibit significant bias depending on the scientific domain and the type of software used, especially considering that software is generally very poorly documented in primary research publications. Another facet of this problem is that generalist SWMS's could be considered akin to programming languages. Much as a researcher does not consider it worthwhile to cite Python due to its perception as a ubiquitous, open resource, they might also not consider Taverna worth mentioning.
A significantly more comprehensive usage survey could be conducted by interviewing data-intensive science laboratories and determining how enabling software is employed, how software solutions are developed, and how software is recorded for future use. A weakness of studying publications is an inability to see in detail the data-intensive scientific exploration process, which is invaluable in practice to design effective exploratory tools. Such a survey would provide high resolution use-cases for scientific software and significantly improve the applicability of scientific enabling software like SWMSs.
Conclusions
Data-intensive sciences have dramatically shifted the computational landscape in the areas of data size, technology, methodology, collaboration, and quality demands. Grid era SWMSs are not being significantly used as enabling technologies to generate scientific advancement due to these altered design requirements. Instead, data-intensive scientific clouds tend to use specialized, domain-specific software packages in lieu of enabling technologies developed by the computer science community. However, there is still a case to be made for SWMSs that focus on providing a highly interoperable framework for connecting diverse software packages that consider multi-user interaction, data exploration and low-effort software reproducibility. 
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